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Jump into the flavors of fall

Case Cracked

Brunch is the key to increasing profits and
introducing diners to your concept

foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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Brunch
Like You
Mean
Business

The meal chefs love
to hate might be the
best wake-up call
for your bottom line
BY MARGARET LITTMAN

Truffled duck egg toast
with duck prosciutto and
Gruyere cheese ($24) is
one of the most popular
brunch dishes at Upstairs
at the Kimberly in New
York. Get the recipe at
FoodFanatics.com.
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SINCE LATE LAST YEAR, NEW YORK’S
RUSTY MACKEREL HAS BEEN ATTRACTING CROWDS OF YOUNG PARENTS
AND COUPLES FROM ITS WASHINGTON
HEIGHTS NEIGHBORHOOD, FILLING THE
35-SEAT RESTAURANT ON SATURDAY
AND SUNDAY MORNINGS.
Executive Chef and co-owner James “Mac” Moran
knows not all staffers love the
long hours brunch shifts
require—early in the morning to late in the afternoon.
But by designing a menu
that ties in the restaurant’s
Mediterranean roots, Moran has developed a kitchenefficient brunch. The menu
has many twists: a Scotch egg
with harissa toast, polenta
pancakes, and a chicken and
waffles dish with jerk-marinated quail as the protein.
“This is what I would want
to eat if I ever got to go out to
brunch instead of working it,”
Moran says. Using the dinner menu as inspiration for
brunch items has helped boost
Rusty Mackerel’s revenue
since brunch was added a few
months after the restaurant
opened last year.
“The current perception
of brunch [among staff ] is
that it sucks,” says Ed Doyle,
founder and president of
Boston-based RealFood Consulting. “Restaurateurs and
chefs need to understand
and change that perception
because it can be extremely
lucrative.”
The financial benefit only
comes if brunch is sufficiently
staffed, supported by marketing
and considers the regular menu.

The daypart should introduce
new diners to the concept,
entice loyal dinner customers to return in the morning,
and use ingredients and staff
expertise optimally.

Not Just Sunday

Doyle says that RealFood’s
restaurant clients who have
added Saturday brunch in addition to Sunday have seen
upticks in revenue up to 20
percent. In addition, employees become more proficient at
brunch, he says, because they
aren’t just winding up for the
service once a week.
Chicago’s Takito Kitchen
does one better, offering
brunch Fridays, Saturdays
and Sundays.
“We have people here
prepping for dinner anyway,”
Chef-partner David Dworshak says. “So even if we only
did 20 covers, we are still
making a profit.”
The move has been a success, he says, because the
menu is a crossover from the
dinner menu, with modified
items that aren’t overly complicated or labor intensive. For
example, the brunch menu
features sopes (corn cakes)
and a take on papas bravas
(fried potatoes with sauce) in
lieu of the standard egg-heavy
brunch offerings.

foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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Bloody marys can increase
the brunch check average,
especially when paired with
different garnishes.

FOR MORE RECIPES,
go to
FOODFANATICS.COM

“Cooking with eggs is a huge pain,” he says.
“You have to babysit them, and it takes more
attention for service.”
But eggs can be beneficial because of their
low food cost, Doyle says. Others have learned
that cocktails are a brunch chef’s best friends.
Most brunchgoers expect to have one—or
two—mimosas and bloody marys. Give the
drinks a signature touch, and margins will shift
favorably. At Scandinavian restaurant Broder
in Portland, Oregon, the bloody mary features
dill-infused aquavit. Saxon + Parole in New
York spikes its mango Bellini with Zubrowka
vodka, bison grass cordial and sparkling wine.
Many chefs design their brunch menus specifically to reduce food waste from dinner.
Harold Dieterle’s Kin Shop in New York serves
a Thai-style spicy fried chicken at dinner, but
many customers request white meat. The dark
meat is salvaged for the brunch menu, appearing in a crispy chicken sandwich served on a
Sriracha brioche bun. At his restaurant Perilla,
dinner’s spicy duck meatballs become a spicy
duck sandwich at brunch.

The Morning After

Getting employees amped about the brunch shift is a chore. No
one wants to be back at the shop at 7 a.m. after a busy Saturday
night. But some chefs have found ways to make brunch appealing to the front and back of the house. Try these three tips:

Keep Your Pace

The 110-seat Asador in the Renaissance Dallas Hotel turns tables three times during dinner service. But at brunch, Chef Brad Phillips
and his staff embrace a slower pace, talking to
guests in a way they can’t at dinner.
The tempo is faster at Perilla and The Marrow, also owned by Dieterle, in New York. Most
customers order one entree—usually an egg
dish—which means brunch isn’t the place to
expect a slower pace.
Most smaller restaurants offer brunch a la
carte, which Doyle recommends. A prix fixe
menu can give diners that one-price option
like a buffet. The prix fixe brunch at Greenwich
Project has been so successful that it allowed
the restaurant, which does not serve lunch, to
add an afternoon tea service that transitions
well into dinner.
Chefs starting a brunch menu from scratch
should keep it simple. Add four or five breakfast items to the standard lunch menu, and give
waitstaff the time and tools to sell it.
Also note that a brunch following builds slowly. “It doesn’t happen overnight,” Dieterle says. n
Margaret Littman is a Nashville-based freelance writer for several national publications.
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TELL ME
A STORY

Make it part of the program. Brunch is a training pool for
nighttime captain at New York’s Greenwich Project. “It helps us
weed out the less experienced servers,” Chef-owner Carmine Di
Giovanni says.
Embrace flextime. Servers who have other jobs might prefer
working brunch shifts into their schedules. Let staff know that
employees who work brunch can make good money and still
enjoy their weekend evenings off.

Boosting Brunch
A menu that’s more than eggs and hollandaise sauce can
set a brunch apart. For example, instead of one bloody
mary, why not a menu of the brunch cocktail? At Prune in
New York, eight types are featured for $12, from the classic
variety to one with clam juice and a pickled egg.
At Dallas’ Classic Cup Cafe, owner Tonne Khabir serves a
unique brunch: pork-free organic soul food. The menu
appeals to observant Jews, Muslims, Seventh-Day Adventists,
vegetarians and others who eschew the meats that are
usually the centerpiece of brunch.
To capture departing guests on Sundays, Asador at the
Renaissance Dallas Hotel developed themed brunch menus,
such as a Dr. Seuss Brunch in honor of the children’s
author. The menu included “One Fish Two Fish Texas Redfish” fish tacos and waffles with brightly colored chutneys
drizzled in the batter. Themed brunch items can boost
revenues more than 50 percent, Chef Brad Phillips says.

Lemon Ricotta Pancakes
Chef-partner Carmine Di Giovanni
Greenwich Project, New York

3 eggs
8 cups buttermilk
1 cup ricotta
Zest of 1 lemon
4 tablespoons sugar
6 cups cake flour
3 tablespoons baking soda
1 tablespoon baking powder
1 teaspoon salt
¼ cup butter, melted
Butter for cooking
Berries and powdered sugar as needed
Maple whipped cream, recipe follows
Beat eggs and add buttermilk and ricotta. Rub zest into sugar with fingertips to release oils and add to egg mixture. Combine dry ingredients and
stir in melted butter.
Melt butter on grill and ladle batter, cooking pancakes about 3 minutes
per side. Garnish with berries, powdered sugar and maple whipped
cream if desired. Makes 36 to 40 pancakes.

Encourage ownership. Brunch can be a great professional
opportunity, says Chef Harold Dieterle. Encourage line cooks to
work on the menu and execute the daypart.

To make maple whipped cream, whip 3 cups heavy cream in chilled bowl
with 2 tablespoons powdered sugar until soft peaks form. Continue whipping, adding 6 tablespoons of maple syrup. Makes about 8 cups.

foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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Stock
Value

Rising beef
prices can ’ t
stop the dryaged revolution

FOR YEARS, DRY-AGED BEEF
HAD AN IMAGE PROBLEM.
IT WAS EXPENSIVE. TIMECONSUMING. INEFFICIENT.
UNATTRACTIVE. For the
uninitiated, who bristled when the
words “dry” and “beef” appeared in
the same sentence, even the name was
problematic.
“When we opened, we had people
say, ‘You’ll never make it by dry-aging,’”
recalls Michael Buhagiar, chef-partner
of San Francisco steak house Harris’
Restaurant. “That was 30 years ago and
we’re still dry-aging.”

BY JEFF RUBY

The salt wall at David
Burke’s Primehouse aids
in the aging of beef.
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The process, by which butchers age beef carcasses in a low-temperature, high-humidity
room for weeks, was hopelessly out of vogue
in 1984. But today, despite beef prices at an alltime high, it’s sizzling.
“Dry aging was sort of a lost art,” says Rick
Gresh, former executive chef at David Burke’s
Primehouse in Chicago. “But as people have
explored pickling, canning and going back to
the way things were done years ago, they’ve
rediscovered dry-aged meats.”
This dry-aged revival fits in the current food
landscape, populated by artisan this and noseto-tail that. “In today’s food world, guests are
more educated than ever,” says David Laxer,
president and proprietor of Bern’s Steak House
in Tampa, Florida. “And they are willing to
spend on the best products and ingredients.”
The recent salumi explosion got consumers
over a major mental hurdle, proving aged meat
will not go bad if you do it right.

The Dry-Aged Revolution

Until the 1960s, nearly all beef in America
was dry-aged. Then the invention of vacuum
packaging launched an era of wet-aged beef,
embraced by meatpackers because meat aged
faster and retained more water weight (hence,
more profit).

The dry-aged revolution has redefined everything. “It’s what beef is meant to taste like,” says
Larry McGuire, managing partner of McGuire
Moorman Hospitality, which runs six Austin,
Texas, area restaurants. “And once people eat
dry-aged beef, it ruins anything else for them.”
Through the aging process, the beef
develops a tangy, earthy scent—somewhat like
buttered popcorn—a different sheen and a
smooth texture. Flavors become more concentrated, beefier.

Prized Cuts

In the dry-aged kingdom, rib-eye—the prized
cut from the upper ribcage area—currently
wears the crown. Any steak house worth its
salt lists at least one rib-eye on its menu. David
Burke’s Primehouse proffers four ($49 to $79).
Bern’s in Tampa calls it a Delmonico and serves
cuts anywhere from 8 to 18 ounces ($36.34 to
$77.64), describing it as “the sweetest and juiciest” beef in the world. With its substantial fat
cap and superior marbling, the rib-eye survives
the intense aging process without drying out.
And bone-in or boneless, it looks dramatic on
the plate.
Most of the top steak houses in America season their beef with little more than salt and
pepper, maybe a little garlic, butter or olive

oil. Kevin Rathbun Steak in Atlanta makes its
own flavored salt daily, blending kosher salt
with fresh parsley, sage, thyme, garlic and pepper, then oven drying it. David Burke’s brushes
its steaks with dry-aged trimmings cooked
down in beef fat with herbs and garlic.
The key is not to mess with dry-aged beef too
much. It’s good enough on its own.

The Art of the Upsell

Dry-aged beef is not as much of a profit center
as it is an attention grabber. It relies on menu
maneuvering, such as selling side dishes with
a lower food cost (potatoes and vegetables) a la
carte, to make it worth serving.
For example, at Kevin Rathbun Steak, side
dishes from onion rings to creamed spinach cost
$7.50, while sauces such as roasted garlic butter
and bearnaise are $3. Servers, as a result, can
talk up sides for the table as well as suggest steak
“accompaniments” (sauces and seasonings).
“We lose a minimum of 40 percent (though
the standard is less) to start; the longer we age,
the more we lose,” Gresh says. “We price accordingly to keep our food costs in line around
32 percent overall.”
Jon Weber, co-owner and director of operations at Cowboy Star Restaurant and Butcher
Shop in San Diego, echoes these sentiments,

Robert E. Meyer

Natural, premium beef that delivers the exceptional taste and
   
Beef at David Burke’s
Primehouse includes
a 75-day aged bonein rib-eye.
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Humanely and sustainably raised, without hormones or antibiotics.

Learn more at meyernaturalfoods.com • 1-888-586-2208

Beef Love

David Burke’s Primehouse, Chicago

50 pounds beef fat*
5 tablespoons Coleman’s dry mustard
5 tablespoons black pepper
1½ tablespoons cayenne
2 3
⁄ cup roasted garlic cloves
2 tablespoons kosher salt
6 tablespoons paprika
1 tablespoon dried thyme
6 bay leaves
1½ gallons soybean oil, canola oil or
blended olive oil (80/20)
Place all ingredients in a pan and render
fat on medium to medium-low until it is
lightly browned and all of the fat has been
released. Strain.
Strain again through double or triple
layer cheesecloth. Beef Love should be
clear. Brush on steak seasoned generously
with salt and pepper. Makes enough for
1,000 steaks.
*Smaller chunks or ground fat give the
best results.

noting that dry-aged beef typically performs
about 8 percent less in terms of profit margin
compared to the restaurant’s other beef programs. So if dry-aged beef is still expensive,
why does it stay on menus?
Cliff Bramble, co-owner of Kevin Rathbun
Steak, says the recognition among guests with
roomier wallets plays a big role. “You have to
take into account that many guests in steak
houses are on business accounts and are entertaining clients,” he says. “So they have a larger
discretionary budget.”
Operators agree that diners increasingly
know that dry-aged steak doesn’t come cheap.
They may balk but still buy.
“Oh, dry-aging is definitely gaining in
strength,” Buhagiar says. “It just sounds better
as a selling point.”
Oh, how things have changed. n
Jeff Ruby is the dining critic for Chicago magazine, a freelance writer and author.
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Meaty Issues
Dry-aged beef, which has a food cost up to around 50 percent
and typically loses 15 to 30 percent of its original volume, may
sound like a dicey proposition. But it can live on the menu without you losing money—or gouging customers.
❱ Pick the right cuts. Focus on New York strip, rib-eye, top
sirloin and tenderloin. Each has a substantial fat cap that keeps
it from drying out during the aging process.

GET MORE MEAT
AT
FOODFANATICS.COM

❱ Offer wet-aged beef too. A menu with only dry-aged beef
would be cost prohibitive to some diners. At Barclay Prime
in Philadelphia, known for its dry-aged steaks, six of its nine
options are wet-aged.
❱ Mix it up. Forty percent of the guests at Kevin Rathbun Steak
opt for side items, and more than 50 percent select a dessert,
which helps keep overall food costs to a consistent percentage.
❱ Pay attention to butcher yields. If you settle for cheaper
beef, you could end up paying more in the end because it
produces less usable meat. Buy the right size and quality meat
for your price point. Do side-by-side butcher tests to ensure
you’re getting the best yield.
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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ALL EYES ON
P O TAT O E S

The humble starch is one to watch all year long
BY HEATHER LALLEY

The beginnings of
potato lasagna at
Recess in Indianapolis.
For recipe, see page 22.
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FEW FOODS CAN BEAT THE
POTATO ON VERSATILITY.
Sliced thin and fried, mashed or
even decked out for dessert, potatoes are the ultimate blank slate
for creative chefs—a cost-effective
route to building a signature dish.
And now, potatoes are the go-to
substitute for diners with dietary
restrictions, from vegans to those
saying no to gluten.

Potato
Trends Over
the Years

1800s
In 1837, Delmonico’s
opens in New York,
making famous the side
dish of the same name.
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Whether they’re the one-pounders loaded with
a bounty of ingredients or the pebble-sized
baby potatoes sauteed in butter, potatoes can
suit up for any occasion or time of year. Fall,
in particular, brings potato and other comfort
food cravings.
“That’s when we start doing a lot of
mashed potatoes and heavier food,” says Greg
Hardesty of Recess in Indianapolis. “I love
braises with horseradish mashed potatoes. I
love potato gnocchi.”
Hardesty discovered how to get creative with
potatoes while working under Chef Joachim
Splichal at Café Pinot and Pinot Hollywood in
Los Angeles. Under Splichal, he learned to use
potatoes as a vehicle to showcase seasonal flavors, such as a trio of mashed potatoes with riffs
on local ingredients.
“He’s known as the potato maestro,” Hardesty says. “It’s something I learned and loved.
Potatoes are starchy and somewhat neutral,

In 1853, a customer at
Moon’s Lake Lodge in
Saratoga Springs, New
York, complains about
thick fries. Chef George
Crum shuts him up with
super thin slices, creating
the first potato chip.

therefore great vehicles for both bold and
subtle flavors.”
On his local, seasonal prix fixe menu, which
changes daily, potatoes have taken the form of
a pasta-free mushroom lasagna. Thin slices of
potato are baked flat between sheet pans and
then layered between plenty of Parmesan (or
other cheese) and wild mushrooms.
Otto, a pizzeria in Portland, Maine, with
other locations throughout New England,
hooks potatoes up with pizza, a mashed
potato pie that’s garnered national attention.
The thin-crust pie is layered with mashed
potatoes, mozzarella, bacon, thyme, rosemary
and parsley. A 12-inch version sells for $13, a
16-inch for $21.
“The pizza has become a favorite among
our signature pizzas,” says Eric Shepherd, the
restaurant’s spokesman.
At Next Restaurant in Chicago, Executive
Chef Dave Beran revisited the classic twice-

Chicago’s Toffenetti restaurants in the 1930s popularize
giant Idaho baked potatoes, weighing in at more
than 12 ounces apiece and
giving Depression-era
diners a sense of
impressive value.

1900s
Foil-wrapped baked
potatoes appear in
1910 with the advent of
aluminum foil, a way to
make humble potatoes
appear “fancy.”

1950s
First commercially
successful frozen french
fry invented by chemist
Ray Dunlap for the J.R.
Simplot Company.

baked potato earlier this year for the restaurant’s steak-house-themed menu.
Beran first made a twice-baked potato filled
with bone marrow mashed potatoes but found
it lacked finesse. “We started looking at other
ways potatoes are served in steak houses—
home fries, hash browns, potato salad, etc.,”
Beran says, “and we wanted to touch on these.”
The second attempt began with hollowing
out a baked potato. The shell was fried, but so
was the soft, fluffy inside after being tossed with
bone marrow, sour cream and mayonnaise.
The 2-inch-long potato boats were topped with
crispy fried beef bits—remnants of the marrow
rendering process.
“At the end of the day, you basically have a
very fancy, twice-baked potato garnished with
chives, crispy beef and sour cream,” he says. n

Be a Spud Master
Mashed potatoes are
deceptively simple: Cook,
mash and load with butter
and cream. But they can
easily turn into a gummy,
flavorless mess. To be
the master of your spud,
follow these tips from Sean
Sanders, chef-owner of the
farm-to-table restaurant
Browntrout in Chicago.

Heather Lalley is Chicago-based freelance writer
and part-time baker who never says no to potatoes.

DO:

DON’T:

+ Salt the water for cooking
potatoes so that “it tastes
like the sea.”
+ Use a wooden skewer or
meat fork, not a knife, to
judge whether potatoes
are cooked. A knife passes
through too easily, even if
the potatoes aren’t done.
+ Cook unpeeled potatoes
with the skin on to retain
nutrients and flavor.
+ Keep the butter cold and
cream hot to emulsify the
potatoes.
+ Use a stand mixer to mash
larger quantities of potatoes, but do so lightly and
carefully, unless you want a
gummy result.

- Add potatoes to boiling
water. Instead, start them in
cold, salted water, bring to a
boil and simmer until tender.
- Use water-logged potatoes
(which happens if they are
not drained immediately
after cooking). To save the
spuds, pop cooked potatoes in a preheated, 275 F
oven for about 15 minutes
to fully dry the exteriors.
- T hink it’s OK to use
potatoes that have turned
green underneath the skin.
It’s a natural toxin released
when the potato is exposed
to sunlight. The flavor can
ruin a dish even when the
green is removed.

Ore-Ida Tater Tots debut
in stores, circa 1954.

Curly fries debut at Arby’s.

Wendy’s introduces the
baked potato in 1983 with
a choice of toppings.

1960s

1970s

1980s

First potato skins
appear on restaurant
menus in 1964, first at
The Prime Rib restaurant in Baltimore, and
then at TGI Fridays.

The buttery Yukon Gold
potato gets its name
and garners positive
press for being a stellar
masher, ushering in the
mashed-potato craze.
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Potato, Mushroom
and Manchego Lasagna
with Potato Water Virgin
Oil Brodo
Executive Chef Greg Hardesty
Recess, Indianapolis

6 to 8 extra large russet potatoes, peeled
Salt and pepper to taste
¾ cup olive oil, divided use
2 pounds mushrooms, sliced
¼ cup butter
½ cup shallots, sliced, divided use
3 tablespoons thyme leaves
¼ cup parsley, roughly chopped
2½ cups manchego cheese, grated, divided use
2 cloves garlic, sliced thin
3 sprigs thyme
2 russet potatoes, peeled and grated
2 cups chicken stock
½ cup carrot, brunoise, blanched in salted water
½ cup extra-virgin olive oil
Slice potatoes lengthwise into ovals, approximately
18
⁄ -inch thick. Place on parchment-lined sheet tray,
single layer and sprinkled with salt and pepper and
brush with 1⁄8 cup olive oil. Top seasoned potatoes
with parchment and repeat. Bake in preheated
350 F oven for 15 minutes; set aside.
Saute mushrooms in ¼ cup olive oil and butter
until golden brown; season with salt and pepper
and add ¼ cup shallots. Cook until wilted. Add
thyme and cook another minute. Add parsley and
remove from heat.

Chicago’s Hot Doug’s
opens in 2001 and gains a
following with its duck fat
french fries, sold only on
Fridays and Saturdays.

In 1997, Suzanne Levinson
popularizes Belgian
frites by opening her
restaurant, Pommes
Frites, in New York.

2000s

Tater tots in 2012 enjoy a
resurgence in deckedout renditions.

Place a single layer of potatoes in bottom of
greased 9x9 baking pan. Top with half the cooked
mushrooms and a cup of the manchego cheese.
Top with another layer of potato slices. Top with
remaining mushrooms and another cup of cheese
and add final layer of potatoes. Cover with parchment and weigh down with another pan. Refrigerate 2 to 3 hours and slice into 3x3 squares.
At service, heat remaining olive oil in a medium
saucepan. Add garlic and remaining shallots and
sweat until soft. Add thyme sprigs, grated potato
and stock. Bring to a boil and reduce by one third.
Strain liquid into another pan, discard solids and
return to a boil. Add carrots and extra-virgin olive
oil and whisk to emulsify. Season with salt and
pepper to taste.
Heat lasagna squares into preheated 350 F oven
until warmed through, about 10 minutes. Place
each square into a shallow pasta bowl. Spoon potato broth over the top of each lasagna and top with
remaining cheese. Makes 9 servings.
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ASK A CHEF TO CITE THE
GEOGRAPHIC BOUNDARIES
OF THE MIDDLE EAST AND
HE’LL CARVE OUT THE ANSWERS ON A MAP. ASK FOR
THE CULTURAL BOUNDARIES
OF THE CUISINE, AND THE
LINES WILL BLUR, MADE
HAZY BY A SPICE TRAIL
THAT SPANS CENTURIES
AND CONTINENTS.

BY CARLY FISHER

Old World
culinary traditions
find new life in
modern
Middle Eastern
cuisine

Za'atar, a spice blend, is
becoming more prevalent
as chefs explore Middle
Eastern cuisine.
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Similarities exist, but each country retains
individual touches. Seafood and Indian
influences are more prevalent in Oman, for
instance, because of its coastal proximity. Rice
is more common in Iran than in Israel, the
only country to feature beets in its falafel sandwiches. And though North African countries
from Morocco to Egypt are geographic outliers,
their food is still embraced as part of Middle
Eastern cuisine.
This culinary tapestry lends itself to an immense creativity that has been dormant for
the most part until now. Following the salty,
heavy flavors of the charcuterie and gastropub
craze and the high acidity and heat of Southeast Asian dishes, the wide-reaching, perfumy
aromatics of contemporary Middle Eastern
cuisine are beginning to pique interest among
chefs and diners.
“We often see individual elements or
ingredients move faster through the trend
cycle than does the entire cuisine,” says Maeve
Webster, senior director of Datassential, a Chicago-based foodservice research firm that follows dining trends, explaining that dishes and
ingredients of a trending cuisine are the first to
appear. “Think curry versus Indian food; Sriracha versus Thai food; banh mi versus Vietnamese food. All of these individual elements are
much farther along on the trend cycle than is
the cuisine overall. That’s the case with Middle
Eastern cuisine at the moment.”
Dishes such as fattoush and shakshuka (eggs
poached in tomatoes and herbs) are appearing alongside the classic falafel and shawarma.
Spices like za’atar (a Middle Eastern spice
blend that often includes thyme leaves, toasted

sesame seeds, sumac and other herbs), dukkah
(a nut- and seed-filled spice mix) and sumac are
becoming as mainstream as tahini or tabbouleh. Chefs around the world continue to prove
that the modern kitchen is no longer confined
by geographic boundaries, dreaming up global
mash-ups unheard of a decade ago.

Following the Spice Trail

Historically speaking, the trade routes of the
Ottoman Empire are largely responsible for
the international culinary connection.
“The Ottoman Empire stretched through
North Africa into Spain. There are a lot of similarities in the cuisine, but with more Berber
influence,” says Sameh Wadi, owner of Saffron
Restaurant & Lounge in Minneapolis. “We
showcase Eastern Mediterranean and North
African flavors and recipes with some Midwestern influence.”
The combination of these flavors manifests
in dishes such as ras el hanout (a North African spice blend) duck meatballs in a sweet and
spicy tomato sauce with egg yolk and chickpeas, and saffron stewed chicken and almond
pie wrapped in a phyllo pastry with cinnamon
sugar. Surprisingly, lamb brains have shown
staying power at Saffron, remaining on the
menu since day one. “At first it was only my treat
for the VIPs, and about three to four months
later it got a permanent spot on the menu,” Wadi
says. “They sell great and people love them.”
At Aziza in San Francisco, a more traditional lamb shank with barley, prune and
saffron shares menu space with a lamb loin
with shiitake, cucumber, eggplant and cumin.
Tel Aviv native and Chef-owner Einat Admony
piles on flavors from across the Mediterranean and Middle East at her restaurant
Balaboosta in New York, as seen in dishes
such as braised short ribs with sauteed okra,
oven-dried tomato, spinach, chickpea cake,
hawaij (a Yemenite spice blend) and a white
wine reduction.
“You want to keep it interesting, not only
for my customers but also for myself,” says
Chef-owner Rawia Bishara of Tanoreen in
New York. Bishara often works with greens
that aren’t available overseas, like kale or
arugula, or uses Japanese panko crumbs for a
Middle Eastern-inspired eggplant napoleon.

Lavash, a Middle Eastern
flatbread, is made in a
variety of ways.

Falafel and Roasted Squash
with Greens, Goat Cheese and
Pumpkin Seeds
Chef-Owner Miranda Kaiser
Laffa Medi-Eastern Restaurant & Bar, Tulsa, Oklahoma

The New Vocabulary

The growing interest in Middle Eastern cuisine has led to the widespread
availability of niche ingredients ranging from preserved lemons, astringent ground sumac and dried barberries to spice mixes like dukkah.
Superfoods’ surging popularity spurred the comeback of ancient grains
like freekeh and bulgur, and the growth of Greek yogurt paved the way for
Middle Eastern dairy products like labneh (yogurt) and haloumi, a semihard cheese made from sheep and goat milk.
While Middle Eastern ingredients are more readily available than a few
years ago, chefs still have trouble sourcing specific or quality products.
“Good tahini is still tough to come by,” says Chef Danny Elmaleh of Cleo in
Hollywood, California. “A lot of brands aren’t pure and end up separating
over time, or have salt in them as a form of preservative.”
Chef-owner Miranda Kaiser says it’s not easy to obtain bulk ingredients
like pomegranate molasses for her Tulsa, Oklahoma, restaurant, Laffa.
But even though it requires extra work to source quality ingredients, the
challenge is often part of the reward. “As more products from the Middle
East are becoming available, it gives all chefs an opportunity to develop
new flavors for their repertoire,” Elmaleh says.

Market Culture

Ten years ago, when Kaiser and her husband, Phillip, emigrated from Israel, the timing didn’t feel right to open a Middle Eastern restaurant in her
husband’s hometown of Tulsa. “We started another restaurant that was
similar to one that we had in Jerusalem but more geared towards Tulsa.
Middle Eastern food wasn’t popular and sadly because of 9/11, it wasn’t
something that we felt would be well received at that time.”
But after seeing shawarma show up on TV shows like “Chopped” and
“The Great Food Truck Race,” Kaiser and her husband realized the timing might finally be right. “We thought, if the rest of the country can get
on board with Middle Eastern food, why aren’t we doing this in Tulsa?”
she says.
Now, their 1-year-old, 135-seat “Medi-Eastern” concept, Laffa, averages 500 covers on weekend nights. Laffa’s menu draws inspiration from across the Middle East, serving up meze such as harissa
carrot salad from North Africa and Greek lamb keftadakia (meatballs) in a sweet and spicy tomato sauce with feta. “Once upon a time,
you would just have that kebab or that pita with the meat in it and
tzatziki,” Kaiser says. “Now you’re finding more elevated food—fun
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1 small butternut squash peeled, cut into 1-inch cubes
2 tablespoons olive oil
1 heaping teaspoon ras el hanout, recipe follows
Sea salt to taste
1 pound dried chickpeas, soaked in water overnight
1 cup chopped onion
1 tablespoon crushed garlic
1 small bunch of cilantro
1 small bunch of parsley
1 tablespoon ginger root, grated
2 teaspoons ground cumin
2 teaspoons smoked paprika
2 teaspoons ground coriander
2 teaspoons table salt
1½ teaspoons chili ﬂakes
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
2 tablespoons gram ﬂour
2 teaspoons baking soda
4 cups assorted greens
1 cup cucumbers, diced
8 cherry tomatoes, halved
½ cup dressing, recipe follows
1 cup blue goat cheese, crumbled
½ cup dried cranberries
1 tablespoon honey
1 tablespoon melted butter
½ cup toasted pumpkin seeds
¼ cup chives, chopped
Toss squash with oil, ras el hanout and salt to taste and roast on baking tray in
preheated 400 F oven about 20 minutes or until tender but still firm; keep warm.
Drain chickpeas and grind. Process onion, garlic, cilantro and parsley in a blender
and add ginger, cumin, paprika, coriander, salt, chili flakes, cinnamon. Combine
chickpeas and herbs in a large bowl, and stir in gram ﬂour and baking soda. Roll
into balls and deep-fry in oil heated to 350 F, about 4 minutes.
To serve, divide greens, cucumbers and cherry tomatoes among 4 plates.
Drizzle 2 tablespoons dressing on each serving. Sprinkle goat cheese evenly
among each plate along with cranberries. Put warm squash in the middle and
dab with honey mixed with butter. Sprinkle pumpkin seeds and chives on top
and arrange 3 falafel balls on each plate. Serve with side of tahini if desired.
Makes 4 servings.
To make ras el hanout, combine 1 tablespoon ground ginger, 1 tablespoon
ground coriander, 2 teaspoons ground chili powder, 2 teaspoons ground paprika,
2 teaspoons ground cumin, 2 teaspoons ground cinnamon, 2 teaspoons ground
allspice, 2 teaspoons ground black pepper, 2 teaspoons ground turmeric, 1½
teaspoons ground mace, 1½ teaspoons ground nutmeg, 1½ teaspoons ground
cardamom, ¾ teaspoon ground fennel seed, ¾ teaspoon ground anise seed, ½
teaspoon ground fenugreek, ½ teaspoon ground cloves, ½ teaspoon ground
cayenne pepper, and store in an airtight container for no more than 3 months.
To make dressing, process ¼ cup balsamic vinegar, ¼ cup pomegranate molasses, 2 tablespoons honey, 1 tablespoon Dijon mustard, 1 teaspoon crushed garlic,
½ teaspoon Lawry salt and ½ teaspoon freshly ground black pepper in a blender.
Slowly add ¾ cup olive oil in a stream to emulsify. Makes about 1½ cups.

COST PER SERVING

$3.14
MENU PRICE

SQUASH/PREP

$10.99

$.36

FOOD COST

29%

11%
RAS EL HANOUT

$.02

1%
FALAFEL

$.93

30%
SALAD

$.55

17%
DRESSING

$.31

10%
GARNISHES

$.97

31%

TELL ME
A STORY
If cookbook sales are any
indication of consumer interest
in Middle Eastern cuisine, it’s
definitely on the rise. Yotam
Ottolenghi’s “Jerusalem” has
sold 172,000 copies, according to Nielsen BookScan’s
U.S. Consumer Market Panel,
which covers approximately
85 percent of the print market.
That’s nearly the total of the
combined sales of David
Chang’s “Momofuku” cookbook
and Thomas Keller’s “Bouchon
Bakery” cookbook. Excitement is already building for
Ottolenghi's next cookbook,
“Plenty More,” due for release
in October.

The Middle Eastern Pantry, Explained

British-Israeli Chef Yotam Ottolenghi of the
best-selling cookbook “Jerusalem” and the highly
anticipated “Plenty More” helps explains five essential Middle Eastern ingredients beyond olive oil,
garlic, fresh lemon juice and Greek yogurt.
Preserved lemon: Fresh lemons preserved
with salt for several weeks provide a burst of flavor. Chop and add to grain or leafy salads, stews
or meatballs and fish-destined salsas. Or blitz
up a sauce or mayonnaise to disperse the flavor
throughout a dish or spoon on top.

Ã

Iranian lime: Ground or whole, this dried
lime gives soups and stews a unique depth of
flavor. Whole limes are tough to grind down, so
simply pierce them and add to soup. The aroma is
wonderfully aged and citrusy.

Ã

Sumac: This gives a welcome astringency and burst of flavor to a range of dishes. If an
egg-based dish is missing something, a sprinkle of
sumac will brighten flavors.

ÃZa’atar: A blend of dried and crushed za’atar
leaves, toasted sesame seeds, sumac and salt.
Great for sprinkling on top of any legume dip or
finishing off salads and roasted vegetables.

Pomegranate or date molasses: A spoonful
Ã
or drizzle of this adds rich sweetness to a range of
sweet and savory dishes, including braised lamb
meatballs, sauteed Swiss chard, beetroot dip or
roasted butternut squash.

things like pickled turnips, sumac onions
and marinated artichokes turn up in those
once boring pitas.”
Even with gastronomically aware guests,
some familiar foods should be included.
“We’re in Oklahoma; we have to have a burger,”
Kaiser says. “It’s a lamb and beef burger with
Middle Eastern spices such as cumin, coriander and mint, served with tzatziki slaw, a spicy
pomegranate ketchup and garlic labneh, but
it’s on a bun. I even have a macaroni and cheese
on the menu, with orzo, feta, pine nuts and
cherry tomatoes. It’s like Korean BBQ tacos—
that’s how Americans are playing with Middle
Eastern foods.”

Changing Attitudes

Geopolitical relations may have made some
Americans hesitant to embrace Middle Eastern cuisine, but that attitude is starting to
change. Crossover dishes from Mediterranean cuisine are a sell for the health-conscious
crowd, and the communal, small plate concept
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of meze is a palatable introduction to many
Middle Eastern dishes.
Such trends are happening at the whitetablecloth restaurants such as Levant in Portland, Oregon, Bar Bolonat in New York, and Sarma in Somerville, Massachusetts, which have all
gained national acclaim. Niche popularity lends
itself to experimentation at Etch in Nashville,
Tennessee, where Chef-owner Deb Paquette
serves mash-ups like Moroccan spiced venison
with sweet potato guava, ginger grits, pear butter and cranberry sumac relish. At The Thomas
Restaurant in Napa, California, Chef-owner
Brad Farmerie’s truffled baba ghanoush with
seasonal crudite makes a regular cameo.
“The word is spreading about all the exciting
ways that flavor is brought in to play in the food of
the Middle East,” says British-Israeli Chef Yotam
Ottolenghi, author of the best-selling cookbook
“Jerusalem.” “Without an over reliance on cream
or butter to bring richness to a dish, there is a
pantry the size of the region full of wonderful ingredients to experiment and introduce flavor.” n

Cleo in Hollywood,
California, uses
lavash for a
merguez flatbread.

A Labor of Love

From the business side, there is a lot
to love about Middle Eastern cuisine.
Vegetable-heavy dishes mean lower food
costs, an abundance of seasonal product
and seamless catering to diners with
dietary restrictions and health concerns.
However, consistency often requires
considerable labor. Here's help:

“Middle Eastern food is time- and
labor-consuming, so I always prepare
ahead of time. Brussels sprouts can take
10 minutes to make. But if you’re doing
stuffed squash and grape leaves, it can
take four to five hours.”
—Rawia Bishara of Tanoreen, New York

“The Middle Eastern spices and mixes
that we use a great deal add stacks of
flavor without contributing heavily to the
cost of the dish.” Use seasonal vegetables
to reduce the cost of non-grain dishes or
yogurt to stretch more expensive ingredients, such as tahini.
—Yotam Ottolenghi, chef-author

Since 1893, Stock Yards® has offered the highest grades
of beef, poultry and pork to ever grace a plate.
Today we’re celebrating our shared success with generations
of fine restaurants everywhere.

Exclusively from US Foods™. For more information about Stock Yards® products, please visit www.usfoods.com or contact your local US Foods representative.

join the

movement
When describing the Food Fanatics® movement, three words come to
mind: innovation, education and inspiration. For two years, US Foods®
has blazed a trail as thought leaders within the foodservice industry,
seeking out the latest trends, products and business practices.

As food people, we also recognize that diners’
palates are constantly changing and menus
have to cater to current tastes and trends.
That’s why this edition focuses on the emerging Middle Eastern
flavors, the importance of featuring a menu star like dry-aged beef
and how brunch can be a profit center for any operation even
though it’s the day part the staff loves to hate.
As part of setting trends, it’s been great seeing so many of you at
Food Fanatics Live™, our new food event that continues to make
its way around the country. It’s hard to believe we are about to
celebrate our 1st Anniversary of these new shows. The last few
events of the year are right around the corner, so come experience
the latest products, cooking demonstrations and business
seminars designed specifically to help you succeed.
When you put it all together, the Food Fanatics program has come
a long way. Not only have we arrived, but we continue to move full
steam ahead to reach more people and help more customers grow
and succeed each and every day. We are excited to be making
a difference. Thank you for being a part of it.

THE MOVEMENT

John Lederer
President and Chief Executive Officer
US Foods

COMING TO A CITY NEAR YOU
When is the last time you got excited about a food show? The Food Fanatics® movement
has created an energy and excitement like no other in the food industry, as we get bigger and
better. So don’t miss us as we bring the best food people to the stage and your kitchen.
For more information, please visit www.usfoods.com or contact your local US Foods representative. © 2014 US Foods, Inc. All rights reserved.

TREND TRACKER

The heat index on what’s happening

Brush up on
your Italian—
you’ll need
it for all the
specialty pasta
programs
coming soon.

Churrasco heats
up as Brazilian
food garners
global attention.

Preservation
geeks move
beyond
kimchee.
Brussels
sprouts are the
new haricots
verts and just as
commonplace.

Help diners end
on a high note
with a top-notch
coffee program.

Chefs start to fall
for Middle Eastern
beyond falafel and
hummus.

WARMING UP

Consumers
are nuts about
lactosefree dairy
alternatives
like almond
and coconut
milk.

Beverage
menus bank on
a well-rounded
craft beer list.

BURNT

ON FIRE

More custom
cuts of pork
hit the meat
market.

Broccoli is
ready to rumble
in the side dish
face-off.

Brunch ups its
game as reservations become
as coveted as at
dinnertime.

Fast casuals
are still hot, but
a cookie-cutter
concept isn’t.

Red velvet can
hardly be called
a throwback
when it never
seems to die.
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FIN it to WIN it
Get diners hooked on
seasonal and lesserknown fish
By Nevin Martell

walk through the farmers market reveals stalls overflowing
with fire-hued squashes, hearty
greens and apples galore. Fall

is definitely here. But at fishfocused restaurants, shifting seasons affect more than the produce
chefs put on the plate.
“People know that Alaska salmon
and soft-shell crabs are seasonal,
but they don’t necessarily know
that most every fish has a peak season,” says Mark Grosz, chef-owner
at Oceanique in Evanston, Illinois.
“The quality, the price and the flavor
are all better.”
As seafood prices continue to
rise, chefs can help reduce overall food costs by incorporating
lesser-known fish, which tend to
be less expensive. And thanks to
a growing interest in sustainable
dining, consumers will find much to
love in seasonal offerings featuring
these underwater underdogs.

Running with the Season

Because diners look forward to
salmon season year after year,
Executive Chef Duncan Biddulph
of Chicago's Kinmont features the
fish as the classic “Catch of the
Day” during those months along
with walleye and trout. To allow
seasonal catches to shine, he gives
them little enhancement. Each one
is simply prepared with brown
butter and lemon or extra-virgin
olive oil, lemon, parsley and butter.
Since the options change frequently and many fish aren’t available year-round, chefs and restaurants are stoking anticipation and
keeping guests informed when
seasonal fish are on the menu.
Many use social media to share
news of deliveries, recipe development sessions, menu updates and
specials.Chef-partner
Giuseppe
Tentori at GT Fish & Oyster in
Chicago uses Twitter and Insta-

gram to post pictures of his latest
acquisitions and newest dishes.
“The response is instantaneous,”
he says. “It helps people get
excited for the season’s catch.”

A Fresh Perspective

Sustainability isn’t simply about
avoiding species flagged as overfished by watchdog groups. To
help change diners’ preferences
and behaviors, chefs are offering
lesser-known varieties from robust
populations.
At Fiola Mare on the Georgetown
waterfront in Washington, D.C.,
Chef-owner Fabio Trabocchi showcases wild-caught American sturgeon. Pan roasted with bay leaves,
a medallion of the steak-like fish
arrives with a crispy cardamom seed
tuile, red wine and port reduction,
and light foie gras mousse.
Just a few miles away, Executive
Chef Michael Huss enjoys introducing diners to tautog at BlackSalt.
“It has a light and sweet flesh that
tastes reminiscent of the crabs and
shellfish that the fish feeds on,” he
says. In the fall, tautog is simply
pan seared and presented on top of a
chowder rich with littleneck clams,
Virginia ham and seasonal root vegetables, like potatoes and parsnips.

Check Your Backyard

The availability of certain fish can
fluctuate as frequently as the menu,
leading some chefs to emphasize
local. Executive Chef-owner Cory
Bahr only features fish caught in
the Gulf at Restaurant Cotton in
Monroe, Louisiana. Seasonal dishes
like pan-roasted black drum with
whipped cauliflower and grilled amberjack with ham hock butter take
center stage. “I don’t need to reach
across the globe when there are
beautiful fish in my backyard that
help support my local fisherman,”
he says.
At Charlie Bird in New York,
Chef-owner Ryan Hardy restricts
himself to catches made on the East-
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Expect nothing less than the best, when you put your trust in the Experts.
There’s something to be said for a company with over 60 years
experience in the Industry. We give frozen seafood a good name
by providing a product that delivers quality and flavor straight to the plate.

ern Seaboard. “We want to celebrate
the greater area we live in,” he says.
“People sometimes forget that Manhattan is an island in the middle of
the Atlantic.”

Waste Nothing

No matter what philosophies guide
the acquisition of fish, every chef
wants to make the most of the product. A growing number of chefs are
finding uses for everything from tip
to tail.
“No part of the fish goes to waste
if we can help it,” says Chef-owner
Jeff Tunks of Passion Fish Hospitality, a restaurant group that
includes the seafood-centric PassionFish in Reston, Virginia. Scraped
bits of salmon go into sushi rolls
and seafood Cobb salad, while
crisped Arctic char skin is served
as a crunchy garnish on several
dishes and hamachi collars are
served as specials.
Discarded parts and organs
become tools of creativity at
restaurants across the country.
Bahr serves cornmeal-fried snapper throats at Restaurant Cotton.
Louisville, Kentucky’s Seviche has
featured pan-roasted golden tilefish
cheeks with jalapeño-lemon beurre
blanc. Meanwhile, monkfish scraps
and organs are transformed into
crostini topping at Charlie Bird.
Tentori serves crispy seabream
fish heads as a complimentary treat
for VIPs. Once the gills and scales
are removed, the fish heads are
tossed in rice flour, deep-fried and
coated with plum-ginger sauce.
“They’re a little scary because
they’ve got the teeth and the eyes
popping out,” he says, “But people
really appreciate them. They taste a
little bit like potato chips.”

Meet the Rising
Stars

Kinmont’s menu, all pages,
features regional or seasonal
fish and local ingredients.

One Man’s Trash Fish …

When a new species arrives in
the kitchen, chefs take a visceral
approach to preparing it. “You
break it down, nibble on it and
see what it’s like in the mouth,”
Hardy says. A simple pan roast or
quick grill reveals how its textural consistency and flavors evolve
when cooked. Then there are other
practical considerations: Should it
be served whole or filleted? How
about raw? Skin on or skin off? Do
some or all of the bones need to be
removed? What accompaniments
will best accentuate its natural flavor?
Many of these relatively unknown
fish are known as “bycatch,” “incidental catch,” “rough fish” or “trash
fish.” These species are accidentally
harvested while fishermen are targeting more desirable species.
To celebrate these under-theradar catches, Nico Romo, culinary executive director at Fish
in Charleston, South Carolina,
recently hosted a “Trash Fish”
dinner. “The idea is to use fish
that people don’t know about,” he
says. In fact, many of today’s most
popular fish, including escolar and

mahi-mahi, were considered undesirable bycatch before chefs realized
their potential on the plate.
Triggerfish, for example, is a trash
fish making waves today. At Seviche, triggerfish is starring as ceviche,
pepped with yuzu, jalapeño and apple.
At The Lazy Goat in Greenville, South
Carolina, triggerfish is served “on the
half shell.” With skin left on one side,
the fish is brushed with a mixture of
lemon juice, olive oil and sea salt.
After a quick grilling, it’s plated with
peas, Ruby Queen turnips and roasted
tomatoes. At Yakko-San in North Miami Beach, Florida, triggerfish flesh is
dried into salty, chewy strips of jerky.
Convincing guests to try an unfamiliar fish for the first time can be
challenging. To really win them over,
woo your front line of service. “Your
servers are the ambassadors of your
restaurant,” Tunks says, “so you have
to get them excited and informed. If
they can pass that knowledge and
enthusiasm on to the guests, you can
make any fish dish a star.”
Nevin Martell is a Washington,
D.C.-based freelance food and
travel writer.

Think outside the tackle box and consider these lesser-known, sustainably
sourced species angling to become
diners’ new favorite fish:

»

Snakehead
Despite its
fearsome face and off-putting name,
this invasive species from Asia succeeds in almost any preparation and
tastes like chicken when cooked.

»

Golden Tilefish Populations of
the rainbow-hued fish are robust in the
mid-Atlantic, but avoid those sourced
elsewhere. Its mild flavor—not unlike
lobster or crab—is best showcased by
grilling or pan roasting.

»

Wreckfish
This bass-like saltwater fish is found off the coast of South
Carolina. Its flaky, firm meat with a
grouper-esque flavor works well in a
variety of preparations.

»

Pomfret
Alternately known as
monchong, this Hawaiian
fish has firm, clear flesh that turns
white when cooked. Due to its high oil
content, pomfret is great for grilling.

»

Red Drum
Similar to red
snapper, its meat possesses a sweet,
mild flavor. Bake, broil, grill or
saute this Gulf favorite, but avoid raw
preparations.

beaverstreetfisheries.com | seabest.com
A Beaver Street Fisheries brand

Contact a representative today for more information on Beaver Street Fisheries’ extensive line of premium frozen seafood products.
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Tap into industry matters
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EZ Melt, Meet Milk

With its perfectly smooth, creamy finish,
our ready to use cheese sauce will make
your taste buds melt with anticipation
when we turn up the heat.

Giving Back

When restaurants serve food and donate
time, everyone feels fortified
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FEED THE STAFF

AFTER A CLASS FIELD TRIP
TO FUEL PIZZA IN CHARLOTTE, NORTH CAROLINA,
IT’S COMMONPLACE FOR
THE KIDS TO HIGH-FIVE
ZACH CURRENT AND SAY
THE PIZZA THEY MADE WITH
HIM WAS “THE BOMB.”

The school outing is an ongoing effort to
inspire healthy dining choices that Current,
managing partner of Fuel, created with the
school district, health department and community groups.
Such engagement provides obvious benefits to the recipients, but it also enriches the
staff. Feel-good efforts can boost morale and
strengthen loyalty while creating connections
between co-workers and the community.
“Some of our managers say it’s their favorite
time of year,” Current says. “Employees are
always eager to participate as a pizza maker in
the demos.”
Fuel’s program begins with students planting a “pizza garden,” which includes spinach,
tomatoes, onions, green peppers, oregano and
basil. Throughout the year, Current visits classrooms where he teaches the students about
the science of pizza dough and how to make
it. When the vegetables are ready for harvest,
students pick the produce and take a field trip
to one of eight Fuel locations in the Charlotte
area (or four in Washington, D.C.), where chefs
teach them how to transform the produce into
healthy and tasty pizza toppings.
“All kids are encouraged to try their veggie
creations, and every kid ends up loving it,” Current says. “That’s been amazing to see.”

FEEL-GOOD FACTOR
BY ANDREW MCKERNAN

The Oregon Public
House, here and
previous page, donates
profits to local charities.
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KEEP EMPLOYEES ENGAGED WITH OPPORTUNITIES
TO BUILD COMMUNITY CONNECTIONS

Brad Dietz, left,
of Food Donation
Connection and Brian
Ailey of Red Lobster.

Kids make pizza at Fuel
in Charlotte, North Carolina, with ingredients
they grew.

Feed Your Passion

A desire to give back to the city of Portland,
Oregon, prompted resident Ryan Saari and
his friends to open the Oregon Public House, a
nonprofit pub, in May 2013.
Thanks to the help of more than 200 volunteers and nearly $200,000 raised without
loans or investors, the pub opened without
debt, enabling Saari and the pub’s other
board members to dive into giving back.
The pub’s profits are donated to as many as
eight charities.

SOME OF OUR MANAGERS SAY IT’S THEIR FAVORITE TIME OF YEAR.
EMPLOYEES ARE ALWAYS EAGER TO PARTICIPATE AS A PIZZA MAKER
IN THE DEMOS. —Zach Current
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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TELL ME
A STORY

Tyson® Red Label™
Grilled Chicken Filet

Waste Not …

Throwing away food at the end of a shift sticks in
the craw of just about every chef. No one wants
to waste food, but donating it can be an effort.
Steve Dietz, business development director for
Food Donation Connection in Knoxville, Tennessee, saw the need and pairs local nonprofits
with foodservice establishments looking to give
back. Dietz’s team manages the food donation process to ensure the surplus is properly
cooled, packaged and transported from restaurants to local soup kitchens and shelters, and
provides donors with valuations for tax benefits.
The Food Donation Connection includes The
Cheesecake Factory, Chipotle and Darden
Restaurants (owner of Olive Garden, LongHorn
Steakhouse and others).

Employees at Boloco, a
Boston-based fast casual
chain, give back to the
community by participating in fundraisers.

“We’ve given away almost $25,000 in our
first year,” Saari says. “That we’ve been able to
make that much—as well as put $15,000 back
into the business to replace our kitchen equipment—and remain solvent, has been a wonderful success for us.”
To reduce overhead, the Oregon Public
House staffs strategically. There’s no waitstaff;
customers are encouraged to bus their own tables. Volunteers help as hosts and bussers for
almost every shift.
“A lot of our employees came because they
believed in the vision first and foremost,” Saari
says. “Same with our customers and our volunteers. They’re not just happy working at any
pub; they believe in the mission and the vision
we have.”
The Oregon Public House offers classic pub
fare, but Saari says the emphasis on charity
is what draws the crowds. “We hit very heavy
on the nonprofit side,” he says. “It’s the key to
our success.”

Get Creative

Restaurants are hit up daily for food donations and sponsorship requests. Giving is a
good thing, operators say, but some want to
be more involved. Boloco, a Boston-based
fast casual chain serving wraps and smoothies at 22 locations across New England and
the Mid-Atlantic region, participates in ath42
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letic events. One such event is The Prouty,
a bike, walk, row and golf benefit for the
Norris Cotton Cancer Center at DartmouthHitchcock Medical Center in Lebanon, New
Hampshire. Team members and friends
of Boloco participate together, and the
location in Hanover provides food. They
raised $50,000 in 2012.
And the staff really gets into it. “We always
have team members ready to participate,”
says Boloco marketing manager Alexandra Dunk. “They are open and excited about
these opportunities.”
Boloco restaurants are also empowered
to make donations as part of their day-today operations. Community support can be
donations of food and gift cards, or hosting
charity nights and other in-store events. In
Boston, where close to one in five residents is a
college student, the opportunities to give back
to universities are ample. “[At campus locations,] in particular, you’ll hear a lot about what
kinds of fun team members have had and how
they’ve been able to connect with students and
campus communities,” Dunk says.
Current agrees that a charitable atmosphere
keeps employees happy and adds to their affinity for the job. “What keeps people with us is
that they know we can give back to our community,” he says. “If this is something that’s important to our managers, we bring it to the table.” n

Mexican Original®
Corn Tortilla Chips

Tyson® Timeless Recipe®
Fully Cooked Fried Chicken

Tyson® Red Label™
Grilled Strips

“We track the food by item, by agency, by day,”
Dietz says. “That’s part of our responsibility—to
make sure that it goes to who it needs to go
to, and also that the food is kept safely. The
last thing you want to do is have someone give
good food that’s spoiled from mishandling.”
Dietz says grateful employees often approach
him after their restaurant has started making
donations through his organization. “No one
likes to see food thrown away,” he says.

BONICI®
Dough Balls

Tyson®
Flamebroiled
Beef Burger

THERE'S NOT ONE EMPLOYEE ON
ANYONE'S STAFF WHO ENJOYS
THROWING FOOD AWAY. —Steve Dietz

Tyson®
Chicken Wings

BONICI®
Meatballs

MORE day parts. MORE price points. MORE quality.
More info:
TysonFoodService.com
©2014 Trademarks and registered trademarks are owned by Tyson Foods, Inc. or its subsidiaries.

Maintain Mutual Respect

TALK SHOP

“I have experienced the negative and positive aspects of
workplace relationships—she was a server and banquet
captain; I was the chef. We had mutual respect for one another’s abilities and great communication, so we worked
really well together.
I can only remember a couple times when there was a
problem. I kicked her out of the kitchen for giving me an
attitude in front of my staff. Later, at a different restaurant, she trained me during my stint as front of the house
manager, and that was also challenging. I was in her world
where she is a perfectionist, and I didn’t like being corrected
by her in that environment.
If you’re both responsible for the same duties,
trouble is inevitable. This is also true when one manages
the other.
The keys to our success were maintaining mutual respect
for one another and the delineation of responsibilities. With
the right dynamics, husband-and-wife teams separated by
different departments can work really well together.”

WORKPLACE
RELATIONSHIPS:
KITCHEN
NIGHTMARE OR
DREAM COME
TRUE?

TIM KOLANKO, EXECUTIVE CHEF

Blue Bridge Hospitality (MooTime Creamery, Village
Pizzeria, Lil’ Piggy’s Bar-B-Q, Leroy’s Kitchen + Lounge
and others), Coronado, California
Backstory: Met his wife, Heidi Rindfleisch, while they
both worked at the Lodge at Torrey Pines in San
Diego. She is now a yoga instructor.

By Laura Yee

BARRON MATERN, GENERAL MANAGER
Boca, Cincinnati

DATING PROSPECTS SHRINK DRAMATICALLY FOR THOSE IN THE
RESTAURANT BUSINESS, AN
INDUSTRY THAT DEMANDS NIGHTS,
WEEKENDS, HOLIDAYS AND LONG
HOURS. WHAT’S A SINGLE PERSON
TO DO? THAT’S EASY: DATE OTHERS IN THE BUSINESS.
BUT HOW WISE IS WORKPLACE
ROMANCE GIVEN THE HIGHPRESSURE ENVIRONMENT AND OFTEN HIGH-RISK BEHAVIOR? THOSE
IN THE TRENCHES GET TALKING.

Backstory: Met Allison Shaw, the “love of [his] life,” in the business,
and they’ve been together for three years. She currently works at a
different restaurant.

Full Disclosure is Best

“In a perfect world, dating in the workplace would be a big no-no. In the
real world, it happens regardless of policy. The restaurant industry is made
up of mostly 20- and 30-somethings who are mostly single and generally
sexually charged.
Add in the long shifts, the late nights and the nature of the work, and something is bound to happen. Rather than forbid workplace relationships, I’ve adopted a full disclosure policy enabling managers to monitor relationships and
ensure that they are not negatively affecting the work environment.”

OUTLAWING HUMAN CONNECTIONS SEEMS UNFAIR SEEING
AS MANY PEOPLE MEET THEIR SIGNIFICANT OTHERS IN THE
WORKPLACE.
—Barron Matern
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SAM FAKHOURI, OWNER-MANAGING PARTNER

Municipal Bar + Dining Co., Chicago
Backstory: Single, holds multiple degrees, including an
executive MBA

Look Elsewhere

“I’m against relationships in the workplace. Humans are humans, and
sometimes feelings develop between individuals while interacting together in a work environment. But from a principle standpoint, it’s not
a good idea.
Relationships in the workplace are bound to bring problems. Things
like fighting at home and then having to come into work and act as if
nothing happened, or working with someone and seeing them every
day once a relationship has ended. Those problems breed toxicity at
work and can easily be avoided by simply not engaging in relationships
with co-workers or colleagues.”

IT’S A STICKY SITUATION THAT SHOULD BE AVOIDED
IF POSSIBLE.
—Sam Fakhouri

Managing Relationships

“We prohibit dating only when it is a manager-associate situation. We encourage all our associates to let us know so we can make the appropriate transfer to
allow the relationship to grow. There is often an immediate confusion of roles
between these two individuals, and their co-workers begin to suspect favoritism even in situations where there is none.
It is usually a good idea to transfer one of two associates who are dating. Personal situations can affect the workplace, but we generally don’t insist on the
transfer unless these situations surface.
We recently had a situation where two of our top performers who met in
our restaurant became engaged to each other. Soon after, they had a big fight
where they were afraid to face each other. One of them chose not to come to
work and consequently lost their position. It was a huge impact on the team.
There are many great matches that happen within the restaurant work environment that often lead to strong marriages. It would be a shame to interfere
with them, even if one could, rather than help people manage them properly.”

JONATHAN SEYOUM, CHEF-PARTNER

The Original Pancake House, Dallas, six locations
Backstory: Met his spouse in the industry, but they do not currently
work together

For more comments,
go to
FOODFANATICS.COM

IT’S A DIFFICULT THING TO TRY AND ELIMINATE … YOU SEND
A LOT OF BEHAVIOR ‘UNDERGROUND’ … WHICH, OF COURSE,
IS EVEN WORSE.
—Jonathan Seyoum
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TOO GOOD FOR
Don’t write off these diners before you summon your inner tightwad
BY EMILY ROGAN ILLUSTRATION BY MICK MARSTON

PENNY-PINCHERS. CHEAPSKATES. SKINFLINTS. NO
MATTER THE NAME, THESE
BARGAIN-SHOPPING DINERS
ARRIVE WITH COUPONS IN
HAND, SCRUTINIZE MENU
PRICES AND REQUEST SPLIT
ENTREES.

It’s easy to dismiss dime-conscious diners, but
that thinking is so pre-recession. Dig into the
mind of a penny-pincher and your efforts may
be rewarded with loyalty, new customers and
priceless word-of-mouth PR.
Customers who are careful with cash cross
over multiple dining demographics, says Darren Tristano, executive vice president at Technomic, a foodservice research firm. When it
comes to millennials, for example, they’re not
trying to be cheap. “Finding affordability allows
them to dine out more frequently,” he says.
The middle-income diner on a budget will eat
out less frequently, seeking a bargain. The older diner with money will spend more on craft
beer, cocktails and other unique items, while
simultaneously appreciating a deal, Tristano
says. Women are looking for value through
smaller plates—they don’t want big and indulgent portions, he adds.

“The challenge,” says Adam Goldgell, executive chef at Reel in East Rockaway, New York,
“is to be approachable to as many people as
you can without compromising what you do or
cheapening the quality.”
The best thing about a cheapskate? They
don’t necessarily dine with fellow pennypinchers so don’t dismiss customers looking
for value, Goldgell adds.

Become Known for a Weekly Deal

At Reel, a mid-priced, traditional seafood
restaurant with international twists, Goldgell
created Mussel Beach Mondays, featuring four
types of all-you-can-eat mussels for $16. Even
with a drink, it’s an inexpensive meal, well
below the restaurant’s regular $40 check
average. But when other people in the party
don’t want mussels and prefer not to share an
appetizer or split dessert, a traditionally slow
Monday turns into a higher traffic weeknight.
Similarly, at Dark Horse Restaurant, a New
American bistro in Riverhead, New York,
Chef-owner Dee Muma offers a Wednesday
night beer and burger special for $10. The meal
includes a six-ounce bison or beef burger, club
fries and a local craft beer.
“Once we get people in the door, they will
come back,” Muma says. “It’s a loss leader, but
it has purpose because people talk about it and

go out with a perceived sense of value. It’s better than advertising.”

Embrace the Stingy

“I exist for the penny-pinchers because I offer
the best food I can, made from scratch at great
prices, so it’s a good value,” says Lisa Schroeder,
executive chef and owner of Mother’s Bistro &
Bar in Portland, Oregon.
In business for 14 years, Schroeder keeps a
watchful eye on dining trends and makes them
work for her. Mother’s is known for large plates
of homestyle comfort food. Still, one year ago,
Schroeder began offering half portions of her
signature dishes. “It allows people who are
pinching pennies to spend less and watch what
they eat,” she says.
As a result, customers sometimes order more
than one dish, actually increasing the check
average. “It provides variety and gives people a
sense control,” Schroeder says.

Try Strategic Online Deals

Jim Solomon, chef-owner of The Fireplace in
Brookline, Massachusetts, occasionally offers
discounts through Groupon or LivingSocial.
Usually, it’s when he needs to raise cash for an
immediate expense, like the $48,000 intake/
outtake air balancing unit he purchased for
the restaurant.
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THE CHALLENGE IS TO BE APPROACHABLE
TO AS MANY PEOPLE AS YOU CAN WITHOUT
COMPROMISING WHAT YOU DO OR
CHEAPENING THE QUALITY.
—Adam Goldgell

He sees potential in these short-term deals,
even though other chef-owners steer clear of
them. “While 70 percent of those people might
be deal hunters and never come back, the other
30 percent might turn into clients,” he says.
Solomon trains staff to understand the
value of treating these customers as well as any
other paying customer. “Even if you happen
to be waiting on the kind of cheapskate that
really frustrates you, it behooves you to treat
them like royalty because they may go onto
Facebook and Twitter and rave about their
experiences,” he says. “So the fact that they
might not tip or come back until another deal
is irrelevant.”
That said, chefs who find success with
online deals see them as a marketing tactic. They collect contact information from
customers and have a plan to follow up.

Consider Prix Fixe

At Catch, a modern seafood restaurant in Wilmington, North Carolina, Chef-owner Keith
Rhodes provides a $25 prix fixe menu alongside
his core menu Monday through Wednesday
nights. While some diners may perceive prix
fixe to mean lesser quality or smaller portions,
Rhodes strongly disagrees. “The prix fixe items
are not our worst things but our best,” he says.
“It allows us to be super creative because I want
to entice you to eat it.”
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The price difference between the prix fixe
menu and a la carte, which can easily run upwards of $60, is significant.

Everyone Enjoys a Great Deal

Like at so many places, business slows at the
Dark Horse after Christmas and New Year’s. So
in December, customers receive envelopes containing discounts on their next meal. The catch?
They must come in within 30 days and the envelopes must stay sealed to be opened with their
servers. There was a huge response last winter,
Muma says. “They loved it.”
When Mother’s Bistro began offering breakfast, Schroeder sent customers a gift certificate for a free meal on her. “I knew that everyone would bring someone,” she says, adding
that the promotion turned people on to weekday breakfasts.

No Two Cheapskates Are Alike

Tightwads aren’t cheap across the board; some
frugal diners simply choose to spend their money
differently. “There are affluent people who are
cheap,” Solomon says. “If they are wine and spirit
lovers, they may come out to a high-end, exclusive wine event.” Those same clients may bring
along friends who spend more money on food.
To that end, from September to June, The
Fireplace hosts “fireside chats” every other Saturday at 3 p.m.

79%

Adults would dine out more
frequently if prices were
lower during
off-peak times.
SOURCE: National Restaurant
Association 2013 survey

“It’s an otherwise dead time in the restaurant,” he says. At these events, guests learn
about a particular type of wine, single malt
Scotch whisky or single barrel bourbon, while
enjoying light food pairings, for about $25 to
$30 a person.
“If you’re a snobby owner who thinks you
have no time for a cheap diner, you’re foolish,”
Solomon says. n
Emily Rogan is a New York-based health, food
and education writer who runs marathons and
dines out as often as possible.

FOOD FANATIC ROAD TRIP!

Get a mouthful from our traveling chefs

After you’ve sampled your way through
Diamond Knot beer, check out Pike Place
Fish Market to get up close and personal
like Chef Aaron Williams, center left, or
eat your share of sweets at nearby Daily
Dozen Donuts.

JOHNSON’S PICKS:
Diamond Knot Brewery & Alehouse

Amazing beer and amazing food—what more
could any human want? If you’re lucky, your visit
will land on a Thursday night when a cask-conditioned ale is tapped.

SEATTLE IS REDEFINING
WHAT IT MEANS TO BE
A LOCAL FOOD SCENE.
SMALL BOX CONCEPTS
ARE THE NORM, FOCUSING
ON ORGANIC INGREDIENTS
AND SCRAPING UP
EVERYTHING NOSE-TO-TAIL.

Seattle

FOOD FANATIC
Chefs love nothing more than hitting the road and checking out the local food scene. From left, Aaron
Williams of Los Angeles, Perry Canestraro of Baltimore, center, and Rob Johnson of Oklahoma City
are Food Fanatics chefs for US Foods who recently descended upon Seattle. Williams digs the weather
(really), Canestraro can’t get enough of the mountains and ocean, and Johnson is smitten with the
Freemont Troll.
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Le Petit Cochon

Chef Derek Ronspies’ six-course “Swine Dining”
menu will bring out the pig connoisseur in
anyone. Polish it off with a foie gras hot chocolate served with fresh doughnuts and consider
yourself officially stuffed.

WILLIAMS’ PICKS:
The Walrus and the Carpenter

In a word, fun. Great fun, from the killer oyster
bar to the creative yet simple takes on seafood.
Chef Renee Erickson and his team deserve
every accolade they’ve received and then some.
Double up on cheese and cheese bread
made on premise from Beecher’s at Pike
Place Market, bottom left, and then head
to Radiator Whiskey for Chef Tyler Palagi’s
Beast Feast, a special meat-centric menu.

Kukai Ramen & Izakaya

Get ramen just the way you want it with customizable bowls, from the texture and firmness of
noodles to the level of broth richness.

CANESTRARO’S PICKS:
Wild Ginger

This Southeast Asian landmark restaurant is still
kicking among tourists and locals alike. The satay
bar is one of the best seats in the house to get
a taste of everything from fragrant duck to Vietnamese Hawker-style beef to princess prawns.

ILLUSTRATION BY TIM MARRS

Find more
of the
chefs’ city
picks in
this video.

Its coastal location allows for daily,
fresh-off-the-boat seafood while the
temperate climate is prime for fresh
produce and a growing wine industry.
Make sure your bucket list includes
pastries from Dahlia Bakery, fresh
oysters at The Walrus and the Carpenter,
and a tasting menu experience at Canlis
because this 64-year-old temple of fine
dining still deserves every accolade.
Always save room for a sandwich from
Cure and head down to Discovery Park.
Indie coffee shops abound, but it’s still
worth a visit to the birthplace of coffee
giant Starbucks at the iconic Pike Place
Market. You’ll find a year-round farmers
market featuring everything from small
cider producers to mushroom foragers
and niche, organic produce. Best of
all, you can check out not one but four
seafood markets inside, including Pike
Place Fish Market, renowned for its
humorous sideshow antics. And don’t
go home without trying the ridiculously
good mini Daily Dozen Donuts fried
right in front of you.
Let’s face it: Food industry people love
to eat out. So if you really want an in,
just bump fists with your fellow chefs.
There is an unspoken camaraderie and
graciousness when industry pros visit. n

THE HIGHLIGHTS

Radiator Whiskey

This Pike Place Market spot features everything
that is right in this world: a bar dominated by a
huge oak barrel and a small-batch bourbon list,
smoky meats, lots of pork and slow-cooked beef.
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MONEY & SENSE

Dive in for more
ways to profit

Fast and Fresh

The good-for-you category is moving
from fad to a way of life

The menu at Tender
Greens includes a
healthier version of
meatloaf with crispy
onions and aioli on
toasted ciabatta.
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THE FAST CASUAL
SPACE GETS A GOODFOR-YOU MAKEOVER
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FOUR YEARS AGO, FORMER
MCDONALD’S EXECUTIVES
MIKE DONAHUE AND MIKE
ROBERTS VENTURED INTO
THE FAST CASUAL SEGMENT
WITH A NEW APPROACH:
CASUAL, COMFORTABLE
SPACES THAT COMBINE
HEALTHY FOOD OFFERINGS
WITH A FEEL-GOOD CORPORATE PHILOSOPHY. With six loca-

tions running and a dozen more slated to open
by year’s end, California-based Lyfe Kitchen
appears to have tapped an unmet need.
“The concept resonates so deeply because
everyone believes it is their idea,” Donahue
says. “They say, ‘I always wanted a place like
that. And now here it is.’”
If competitors are any indication of success and continued growth, Lyfe Kitchen now
has company and the numbers to prove it.
The healthy fast casual segment has grown to
include Native Foods Café, Protein Bar, Freshii
and Chop’t Creative Salad Company. Receipts
from some of the nation’s emerging healthy fast
casual chains rose to $640 million in 2013, up
18 percent from $542 million in 2012, according to foodservice research firm Technomic.
“Healthy fast-casuals show broad appeal
and are in a position to expand,” says Deanna
Jordan, senior research analyst at Technomic.
“Young, female, urban and upscale consumers
are the biggest market for health-focused concepts, so locations that target these segments
will continue to see growth.”

Datassential, a foodservice industry research
organization. “Offerings tend to be healthy and
customizable yet familiar enough to appeal to a
wide audience. There’s an emphasis on quality
and value.”
The aim at Lyfe Kitchen was to make
great-tasting food that’s also healthy and
nutritious. But the team was equally focused
on connecting with diners on an emotional and
socially responsible level.
Art Smith, Oprah’s former personal chef,
came on board to substitute a global palette
of spices for unwanted sodium and excess
fats in everything from grass-fed hamburgers
to ancient grain vegetarian bowls. Richly
illustrated menus highlight calorie and
sodium levels, local and organic producers,
and hormone- and antibiotic-free meat.
Naturalistic decor—flush with green grasses,
natural woods and inspiring quotes about
health, dedication and change—tell a story
and project a wholesome ethos.
That fusion of food and storytelling coalesces
around the idea of “slow food done fast” at Tender Greens, a California-based chain with more
than a dozen locations.

TELL ME
A STORY
Speedy Salads
To court customers on the go, few
spots are as unique as drive-through
chain Salad and Go in Gilbert, Arizona.
The quick service concept features
healthy salads, wraps, smoothies and
a kids’ menu at prices competitive
with other drive-throughs($3.99 to
$5.55). To keep costs down, owner
Roushan Christofellis eliminated
internal seating with a focus on
drive-through and walk-up orders.
Glass windows maintain the feeling
of an open kitchen so guests waiting
in their cars can see their 48-ounce
salads being loaded up with locally
sourced vegetables and meats.

The Road to Wellville
A Greek salad,
opposite page, and
other Mediterranean-inspired dishes are hallmarks of
Zoës Kitchen.
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A salad isn’t just a salad at the new breed of
healthy fast casual. It’s about branding. Whether it’s Native Foods Café’s vegan focus or Protein Bar’s emphasis on protein-packed quinoa
and tofu, most are committed to a holistic mix
of healthy food, energetic decor and emotive
marketing.
“The focus is on feel-good food and stories,”
says Christin Groh, MenuTrends manager for
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“Local” is the key word, sourcing premium
ingredients from nearby farmers, ranchers
and food artisans for offerings such as chipotle
chicken, nicoise salad and tomato soup. Community is prized here—walls showcase the talent of local artists, and young adults aging out
of foster care participate in a culinary internship program as servers, proving that food can
heal our bodies and our communities
“People want to be connected with something that is authentic,” says Erik Oberholtzer,
CEO and co-founder of Tender Greens.

100 menu item combos under 600 calories.
Chipotle has introduced vegetarian-friendly tofu at some of its stores, and Noodles &
Company has added a gluten-free fusilli to
its menu.
“Diners are embracing premium ingredients and customized meals because they
perceive there’s value to be found there,” says
Groh. “Consumers are willing to pay a higher
price point for premium ingredients and customized meal options.” n

Peter Gianopulos is a freelance writer, restaurant critic and adjunct professor who is a
Growing interest in trendy health-based regular contributor to Food Fanatics.
diets, from veganism to the Paleo diet, have
provided opportunities for independents to
carve out their own niche within the healthy
fast casual space.
In Portland, Oregon, restaurateur Richard
Satnick opened a pair of Dick’s Kitchen outposts, which have the look of a classic diner but
push Paleo fare like grass-fed burger bowls,
vegetable platters and bun-free elk patties. Zoë
Cassimus, founder of Zoës Kitchen, leveraged
the anti-inflammatory benefits of Mediterranean cuisine to expand from the restaurant’s
base in Alabama to more than 100 locations
across the nation.
“Diners are becoming more and more educated about what they eat,” says Rachel Phillips-Luther, vice president of marketing for
Zoës Kitchen. “They’re looking for specific
ingredients and cooking styles, which has
allowed us to emphasize the wholesomeness
of eating a Mediterranean diet.”
The success of these health-focused conLeafy green juice
cepts has caused ripple effects across the
drink at Protein Bar
industry. Corner Bakery now offers a list of

BY THE

NUMBERS

Outside the Salad Bowl
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22%
Consumers who visit fast casual
restaurants say that healthy
options are an expectation and
will go elsewhere if these are
not offered. —Technomic
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84%
Consumers believe
it is increasingly important for
chains to offer fresh,
local, organic and/or
natural ingredients.
—Datassential

DEAR FOOD FANATIC
A chicken
teriyaki bowl
at Teriyaki
Madness

A Dose of Healthy Advice

Lessons learned from the healthy food renaissance:
Keep It Open: Growing chain restaurant Teriyaki Madness differentiates itself from other lower-priced fast
casual competitors by using open kitchen layouts to
showcase the freshness of ingredients and the use of
grills and steamers instead of fryers and heat lamps.
Go Digital: Digital menu boards at healthy fast casual
outposts like Panera, Cosi and Market Thyme display
detailed nutrition facts and highlight seasonal menu
specials. Imagery also mimics smartphones and tablets,
which appeal to young diners.

My son wants to go to culinary
school. He watches chefs on
Food Network and other shows
that glamorize the industry. How do I get
him to see this is not the norm?
TELL HIM TO ENROLL IN A SHORT CLASS TO SEE

if he likes it. Then, reach out to a friend in the
business who can set up a stage for him and
provide the true kitchen experience. Lastly,
remind him that when all his friends are out having fun,
he’ll be working (weekend nights, holidays, etc.).

Technology Matters: By investing in new higher-end
cooking devices, like energy-saving grills and ovens
that use a combination of steam and convection heating,
Lyfe Kitchen reduced cooking times while replicating
the flavors and textures found in professional restaurant
kitchens.

Q. One of my bartenders is very popular with my
guests and staff, but he has become very negative
about the restaurant—especially with regulars. He
had the nerve to suggest to guests that they just
have a cocktail here and go down the street for
dinner. Should I can him, or is there a way to turn
this around?

Tell It All: Creatively outline the health benefits of
ingredients, whether it’s an abundance of vitamins or
an absence of fat or sodium. All of the ingredients used
by Freshii, for example, have been formatted into a
periodic table that blends striking visuals with valuable
health information.
Drink It Up: Native Foods Café offers high-end beverages like lavender lemonade and watermelon agua
fresca to reinforce the operation’s brand identity and
commitment to good health. Bonus: Specialty beverages
can yield high-end profits.

FOOD FANATIC
Matthew Dean is a Food
Fanatic chef for the Chicago
area who has a passion for
all things pizza and pork, and
believes there’s always a
new way to spin a classic.

58%
Diners care less about price
and deals and more
about the quality and freshness
of their meal. —NPD Group

Seasoned advice on the
front and back of the house

@chefmathu
Follow the Food Fanatic on
Twitter for more insider tips

A. Look into his concerns: Is the kitchen dragging
tickets lately? Has food quality slipped? Make an
effort to understand the whole picture and take
action on valid complaints. Have a straightforward,
stern conversation with him, adding that projecting
negativity about the business is unacceptable. Offer
him a chance to tell his side. Be empathetic and
open-minded, then remind him of the proper
channels to voice such concerns.

Q. We’re thinking of doing some specials around the
start of tailgating season. Any advice?
A. Heat is king this season, giving rise to dishes like
ghost pepper poutine and buffalo seasoned fries.
Whatever you do, make sure flavors are bold and
exciting. Each bite should feel like a party in your
mouth—one that’s enhanced by your favorite beverage. Let customers know that your menu has been
jacked up with enhanced flavors.

Q. Seems like the list of sustainable seafood changes
a lot. How can I find out which fish can be served ethically without endangering the species’ viability?

Q. As you know, chefs, like everyone else, are
required to do more with less help. Seems like I am
always behind with ordering. Any ideas?

A. Sustainability is an increasing concern among
chefs and restaurateurs around the world as we strive
to provide the variety and quality that guests want
without destroying fish populations. The answer, in a
word, is education. Chefs and owners need to be more
informed about sustainable seafood practices and
species, and share that knowledge with customers.
Seafoodwatch.org is a good place to start.

A. If you’re not using technology in every possible
way, you’re losing time. Take a moment to actually
listen to a sales pitch or two when those calls come.
You should also check out the US Foods app available
for Android and iOS. You can search new products,
create and edit new orders, check on current orders
and find out your delivery status all on one device.
This could save you hours a day.

Got a question for the Food Fanatic?

Send your challenges, comments and suggestions to ask@FoodFanatics.com
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One prepped fish and vegetables, while another assembled customized rolls. A different worker took
orders, while someone else bussed tables and kept
the made-to-order quick service restaurant clean
and orderly.
“We were trying to break everything down into
too many positions,” says Yuen Yung, adding that it
didn’t take long for labor costs to skyrocket.
Soon enough, the Yung brothers learned staff
could perform multiple jobs with cross-training,

WHEN YUEN YUNG AND HIS
BROTHER, PETER, OPENED
THEIR FIRST HOW DO YOU
ROLL? CUSTOM SUSHI
RESTAURANT IN AUSTIN,
TEXAS, THEY ASSIGNED
EMPLOYEES TO SPECIFIC ROLES.

BY JENNIFER WATERS ILLUSTRATION BY RYAN TODD

Watch labor costs improve when cross-training
runs at its best

MANY ROLES

ONE JOB,

A Model of
Cross-Training
which has been critical to reducing labor costs
while maximizing efficiencies in the front and
back of the house. A strong cross-training
program can keep staff busy and motivated,
but equally important, it helps avoid catastrophes when workers don’t show up and the
restaurant gets slammed.

got to have employees committed to the business of the operation.”

Get the Right Fit

Restaurateurs are finding it more important
than ever to hire people who are knowledgeable or amenable to taking on different roles.
For example, when narrowing the final two
prospects with identical skills and experience,
it pays to choose the one who’s open to stepping
into other responsibilities.
“Research shows you will have a hard
time getting people who don’t like providing
service to enjoy providing service,” says
Adam Robinson, founder of Hireology, a
Chicago-based technology platform for
hiring and human resources.
“But what’s important is that in certain circumstances, you have to have someone from
one area of operations who can jump in on
another area of the operations,” he says. “You’ve
62
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Servers as bartenders

Bartenders as food runners

Weed Out the Wearisome

Cross-training
controls labor
costs at How
Do You Roll?

Switching Hats

The Yungs found they could cross-train one
person to prep ingredients and make sushi
rolls, condensing two positions into one.
Labor costs, they said, dropped to 27 percent
from 32 percent.
But schooling workers with back of the
house mentalities to take on front of the house
responsibilities (and vice versa) proved to be
much tougher.
“If you’re working the front of the house with
constant guest interactions, and you’re an introvert, that’s a problem,” Yuen Yung says.
Bobby Arifi, who owns two restaurants in
the northern Chicago suburbs—Café Lucci,
an Italian fine dining restaurant, and Bobby’s,
a neighborhood joint—believes all staff can be
cross-trained.
“You have to take the time to train them
properly,” he says, although, “there will always
be some people who are only qualified to do
certain jobs.”

Hosts as servers

Fit for Cross-Training

Like the prowess it provides athletes, a
good cross-training program will strengthen
your team, particularly when no-shows or
sick calls mandate pinch-hitting.
Try these tips:
〉 Start at the beginning, hiring capable
people who are willing to be cross-trained.
〉 Be precise and transparent in the
training process.
〉 Be rigorous and clear about objectives
during training. This is an enrichment
opportunity for staff that will benefit
everyone.
〉 Watch new hires’ work closely to make
sure they’re following instructions and
routinely making the same steps.
〉 Seek staff feedback about what’s working and what could be improved.
〉 Reward employees willing to handle
multiple roles successfully—there’s no
better incentive.
〉 Practice cross-training, but on nights that
are not traditionally busy. Make training
and cross-training programs ongoing.
〉 Lead by example. Nothing gains
more respect from the crew than the
chef-owner holding down a station or
washing dishes. Owners should train for
every job.

Some five years and 11 stores later, How Do You
Roll? puts new hires through a rigorous 90day on-boarding program. Workers are crosstrained for every position and learn the company’s history, menu and expectations. The
training also lays out a transparent path for
growth so workers know what they’ll have to
do to get to higher levels and earn more money.
“There’s a scarcity of good labor for our
industry,” Yuen Yung says. “It’s a major
challenge to get people to be more efficient.”
Because good help is getting harder to
find, optimizing the labor force is even more
challenging. Arifi says fewer “professional”
restaurant workers want to be “lifers” in
the industry.
“It’s not a problem to find qualified people,
but it is to find people who will stay with you
over the course of three to five years or longer,”
he says. “Instead, we see a lot of people who are
in between jobs, careers and going to school,
using this to segue into their next move.”

Food runners as
prep cooks

Prep cook as
pastry prep

Dishwasher as
garde manger

Everyone as
dishwashers

Mix, But Match

While it’s smart to train dishwashers to prep
ingredients, it probably doesn’t make sense to
expect food runners to stand in as bartenders.
Consider roles that match as closely as possible, Robinson says.
For example, food runners and bussers handle dishes. Servers interact with guests and can
serve as hosts. And everyone should know how
to work the dish machine because when the
dishwasher is a no-show, the restaurant will
come to a screeching halt.
Don’t think workers aren’t savvy to when
operators dump more work on them instead of
hiring additional staff. Cross-training doesn’t
work when employers are paying a low wage
and staff recognize they’re doing more work for
less pay. n
Jennifer Waters is a longtime business writer
and a regular contributor to the Wall Street
Journal.

How Do You Roll?
runs a rigorous
cross-training program for new hires.
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PR MACHINE

PACKAGED GOODS.

PACKAGED WELL.

Sharp ideas to get butts in seats

Who’s Your Rainmaker?

All restaurants need a marketing and PR plan, but does
every one need a specialist to create buzz? BY LAURA YEE
THESE QUESTIONS CAN HELP YOU DECIDE WHETHER TO HIRE A PUBLICIST OR GO DIY.

Smooth Front Panel
for Labeling

Stacking
Stabilizers

1. Can you dedicate time or resources
to promoting your restaurant?
NO

2. Are you a planner or procrastinator?

Go DIY

PROCRASTINATOR

YES

PLANNER
Stories unfold
inside the
restaurant
every day.
Try Again.

No PR
plan?
Try
again.

3. Do you think focusing on monthly
holidays is a good marketing plan?
YES

NO

4. Do you
have a
story to tell
about your
restaurant?

NO

YES

Product
Clarity

Audible Click
Closure

SmartLock
Closure System

Perfect packaging. It’s what you can
expect from Monogram®. Customers will
appreciate how our packages store foods
safely, keeping the heat or keeping it cool.

YES

NO

7. Can a staff member handle
marketing and PR responsibilities?

YES

YES
NO

8. Will your staff member need help
or training?
NO

For more information about Monogram® products, please visit www.usfoods.com or contact your local US Foods representative. © 2014 US Foods, Inc. All rights reserved.

6. Do you have
the tools to tell
your story and
to share it?

YES

Develop a plan, starting with goals, objectives,
tactics and measurement. Map a year’s
worth of promotions while scheduling
weekly efforts, such as posting stories of
how menu items come together or photos
of back of the house antics. Consider a
short weekly e-newsletter.
DIY means keeping up with technology
and finding better ways to engage your
audience. Assistance can be found online
on platforms such as eatmorsel.com, which
help restaurants grow their audiences, as
well as create and share their stories.

That’s never
a good idea.
Try again.

5. Do you have a budget to cover
monthly fees that could range
from $1,000 to $5,000?

Having an in-house employee handle marketing and PR might be a good choice. If a
new hire is necessary, consider a position
that handles multiple responsibilities, such
as front-of-the-house duties and administrative tasks.

9. Are you a collaborator
and open to criticism?
YES

NO

NO

Hire an Expert

Working with a publicist from a national or
local agency is not as easy as vetting one
through friends in the business and expecting
magic to happen. Your partnership is only
as successful as what you put into it. That
means being open to ideas and views from
an outsider. Above all, be accessible.
As with the DIY approach, your expert will
work with you to develop marketing and
PR plans (they are different)—which the
restaurant must support. Publicists will offer
help curating ideas that can be developed
into shareable stories. Make sure measurement tools supplement promotional efforts,
but be flexible enough to think beyond
media hits.
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BEYOND THE PLATE

Ditch the Lamination

LOUD AND CLEAR
DON’T LET POOR

“When you arrive at a nice place and they give you a
laminated menu that feels cheap, the expectations
have already been set low,” Vit says. Instead, invest
in custom clipboards. “It’s a cool-looking device
that gives an air of industrialness, and to boot, it
holds menu pages in place. We also see a lot of wood
planks, some with the logo burned or etched on it.”

A wax-sealed belly band on the menu at Spiaggia in
Chicago enhances the restaurant’s refined elegance.

As a rule of thumb, it’s better to buy in bulk. “The
biggest breaks in pricing come from quantity,” says
Bryant Ross, a Boston-based designer and creative
director. “Many restaurants look toward modularity as a solution—one example is running larger
quantities of a pre-printed shell with base branding
and graphics that can then be laser-imprinted with
menu content in small batches.”

The Personal Touch
At Sixteen, also in Chicago, the
staff dreamed up a 24-page,
hand-sketched guidebook for
its fall 2013 menu, producing 50
copies in-house.

Size Matters

DESIGN MUDDLE YOUR MESSAGE
BY CARLY FISHER

Weighty Matters

Long before food hits the table, customers have
likely read something about your restaurant that
could be damaging. No, it’s not another Yelp
review—it’s your menu. More specifically: its design.

Considering all the attention restaurateurs pay to ensuring a solid
dining experience, menu design is often neglected.
“From the moment the menu is placed in your hands—how
it feels, how much it weighs, how easy it is to read or not—
it starts to influence your perception about the food,” says
Armin Vit, principal at UnderConsideration and editor of Art
of the Menu, a blog dedicated to highlighting and reviewing
printed restaurant menus around the world.
To ensure your menu isn’t dragging you down, three designers
share tips on putting your best menu face forward.

Wear and tear is a major reason to invest in stronger
paper. “Text-weight paper stock is typically more
cost effective, but you need to consider the full
investment in your menu,” Ross says. “Text-weight
paper would require a backer or sleeve for protection and stability. Cover-weight stocks, although
seemingly more expensive at first, could ultimately be more affordable as they do not necessarily
require a holder.”
Sean Wilkinson, principal at Might & Main, a
design firm, printed the cocktail menu at Eventide
Oyster Co. in Portland, Maine, on a PVC-based
paper with an aqueous coating, bound with a Chicago screw. “If that menu gets dirty, you can dunk
the whole thing in a sink and wipe it dry,” he says.

Don’t Pull Out All the Bells and Whistles

“One of the more pervasive trends is to use five
or seven different fonts of very different styles all
screaming different things: Salads! Steak! Beer!” Vit
says. “Restaurateurs see menus like a plate where
66
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These restaurants did their
homework to make
unforgettable menus.

Paper Matters
Chef-owner Curtis Duffy spends
90 cents per sheet of embossed
paper for menus at his 64-seat
restaurant, Grace, in Chicago,
totaling nearly $300 per week.

Get More Bang for Your Buck

“Font legibility should always be considered—especially in restaurants with lowered lighting,” Ross
says. He suggests larger fonts or wider, open letterforms that work better at a smaller size. Tiny,
light fonts are not ideal for low lighting situations
either, Vit says, adding that aligning information in
a streamlined, vertical manner is more important
than the type choice, as it allows customers to see all
the prices in the same visual space.

When Extra Credit Is
Worth the Effort

Hand It In
Cocktail bar Noble Experiment
in San Diego taps a calligrapher
to handwrite its seasonal menus,
which are then scanned, printed
and ripped by hand to create a
unique torn-edge look.

you can put these seemingly varied ingredients to
make a cohesive dish. Sometimes it works; sometimes it’s confusing.”
Wilkinson recommends short, punchy headlines
and item titles with interesting display fonts. “Item
descriptions and longer entries benefit from the
inherent readability of serif typefaces—nothing
with too much distracting character,” he says. “Some
of our favorites around here have been Clarendon, Trade Gothic and Gotham—traditional hardworking typefaces with humility and personality.”

Hand-sketched
drawings
are a part of
ever-changing
menu design at
Sixteen.

Consult An Expert

Just because you can change the font size in an
email doesn’t mean you should design your own
menus. “A menu is a complex presentation of
information and aesthetic decisions,” Wilkinson
says. “If you’re not familiar with typographic info
design, consult a professional. Even if you’re happy
with your establishment’s current branding and design, a well-trained eye can lend a new dimension to
your menu. If you must go it alone, chose one or two
easy-to-read fonts, consider visual hierarchy and
keep it clean.” n
foodfanatics.com | FOOD FANATICS
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iHELP

Be efficient and tech savvy at the same time

Tech Reality Check: Lynch
says these could happen. Much
like heated driveways that melt
ice in cold climates, embedded
heating coils may dry a freshly
washed floor. In-ceiling sprayers
could sanitize entire bathrooms
from the top down, but fixtures
and decor would have to withstand the process. An employee
would still need to wipe down
afterwards, much like a selfcleaning oven still requires a
post-cycle cleanup.

In The Year 2525
Can today’s chef tech fantasies be
tomorrow’s kitchen reality?
BY MARGARET LITTMAN

Chef: Megan Romano,
chef-owner at Chocolate and
Spice Bakery, Las Vegas
Big Tech Dream: “The more
beautifully we wrap things, the
faster we sell them. But it is
amazing how long that takes,”
says Romano. She’d love a virtual
elf “to package, label and tie
pretty bows” instead of hiring six
68
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people to help year-round, plus
an extra two during the holidays.
Tech Reality Check: Tim Lynch,
Ph.D. and CEO of Psychsoftpc, a
Quincy, Massachusetts, computer
and gaming firm, says Romano
better keep tying those bows.
While robots can automate many
tasks, it will likely be decades
before a robot can handle delicate
assembly work.

Chef: Michael Vignola, corporate executive chef at Strip
House, New York and Las Vegas
Big Tech Dream: “I am just
trying to think of the things that
make the drudgery go away,”
Vignola says of his technology wish list, which includes

Chef: David Gilbert, chef-owner
at Tuk Tuk Tap Room,
San Antonio
Big Tech Dream: Because he
makes Southeast Asian-inspired
cuisine, Gilbert spends most of
his prep time with a mortar and
pestle. Nothing else works like
the time-honored tool, which
smashes herbs while a food
processor cuts. Lemongrass
gets stringy if cut, rather than
smashed. Gilbert pines for an
automated, time-saving option.
Tech Reality Check: The
demand for fine motor skills
makes a delicate task like this
out of reach for current robotics,
but Lynch sees it being possible
within the decade. “The field of
robotics is advancing rapidly,”
he says.

Chef: Kris Koch, executive
chef at The SIX15 Room,
Minneapolis
Big Tech Dream: As many as 15
million Americans have food
allergies, according to Food Allergy
Research & Education. Koch’s

vision? “A mini Zip drive in a
bracelet that a guest could wave
over the computer and automatically generate the list of that
person’s specific needs.”

FIND YOUR PERFECT
MENU MATCH

app!
E
E
R
F
e
h
t
Get

Tech Reality Check: Similar products are in the works.
Toronto’s TellSpec Inc. used
crowdfunding to finance the
development of a handheld
scanner, which analyzes and
identifies allergens in foods. The
company expects its product to
launch next year.

Chef: Jonathon Sawyer,
chef-owner at The Greenhouse
Tavern, Noodlecat, Trentina,
Sawyer’s Street Frites, SeeSaw
Pretzel Shoppe and Tavern
Vinegar Co., Cleveland
Big Tech Dream: Sawyer hates
the costly process and limitations
of selecting equipment for a new
kitchen. An interchangeable
ventless deep fryer or a hoodless
oven would make his kitchens as
dynamic as his menus.

Tech Reality Check: Inspection codes and fire safety are
as much a barrier to Sawyer’s
dream as the technology. But
Brian Witlin, chief operating
officer of Yummly, a California
food technology company, says
floor-based ventilation systems
with plug-in capabilities are a
realistic possibility. Like home
central vacuum systems, the
vents would be installed during
construction with sockets.
Then, the appliances could
move from corner to corner
or to another kitchen without
more retrofitting. n
Margaret Littman is a
Nashville-based food and
business writer.

ILLUSTRATION BY MIGUEL MONTANER

self-drying floors to prevent slip
and falls, and a self-cleaning
bathroom that could sanitize in
one fell swoop.

Restaurant operations are more
efficient than ever, and technological advancements are
expected to continue. But for
some chefs, tomorrow isn’t soon
enough. Some weighed in on their
fantasy tech fixes, from virtual
waiters to a silent ticket printer.
Experts deem whether these fantasies can ever be reality.

Bratwurst with Amber Lager?
Polish Sausage with Brown Ale?
Chorizo with Pale Ale?

The App Includes:
• Over 400 Sausage & Beer Pairings
• Menu Ideas & Recipes
• Complete Product Information
• Full Sausage Portfolio –
Including 7 NEW Gluten Free,
No MSG Ropes & Links
© 2014 Hillshire Brands

DOWNLOAD THE FREE APP

Watch the Chef’s Sausage
& Beer Pairing Video

I’LL DRINK TO THAT!
DINERS WILL BE KNOCKING
DOWN YOUR DOOR DEMANDING BETTER CRAFT
BEER OPTIONS—IF THEY
AREN’T ALREADY.

Craft beer production grew 18 percent from
2012 to 2013, according to the Brewers Association, and restaurants can grab a growler of that
consumer demand. The check average for food
and craft beer totals $86, versus $73 for food
and any macro beer, reports GuestMetrics, a
Virginia-based firm that analyzes sales metrics
for the foodservice industry.
That’s more money, and a more satisfied
customer base. It doesn’t take the most
bearded beer geek to curate a craft beer list full
of personality and profits. Here are six ways to
nail an expertly crafted beer list.

DRAFT PICKS
no need for

tap handles
to cash in on craft beer
By Kate Bernot
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Diversify Selections: At The Tripel in Playa
Del Rey, California, Chef-owners Nick Roberts
and Brooke Williamson have options for every
type of beer drinker, which means no one’s out
of their comfort zone. Ninety percent of their
Belgian and local American-leaning 14-tap system changes weekly. Stylistic diversity and seasonal releases are important, Williamson says,
but so is keeping one or two staple drafts that
customers order time and again.
At Eiderdown in Louisville, Kentucky,
co-owner James Gunnoe balances his beer
menu between accessible brews and India
pale ales that appease hop heads. “I have a list
of styles in my head that we want to hit: saison,
pilsner, hefeweizen, an esoteric German style
like a gose, a Belgian quad or other dark Belgian, definitely a tripel,” he says.
Find Your Style: A restaurant’s beers should
always reflect its identity. German and Belgian
restaurants like Eiderdown and The Tripel can
latch onto the beers that culturally tie with
their food. If your concept feels more esoteric,
find a framework to guide your list, and don’t
forget to mix in accessible, domestic options
alongside more specialized offerings. For example, The Hay Merchant in Houston, Texas,
crafts its bar food menu around its premium
beer selection. Chef-owner Marc Vetri’s Italian-inspired birreria Alla Spina in Philadelphia
offers the typical Italian macro, Peroni, alongside unusual fruit-forward and wine-barrel selections from artisanal producers.

Proper glassware, which includes
a variety of pint glasses and
snifters, is important for a
serious craft beer program.

Pricing: The price of a wholesale bottle or
keg determines the cost to customers, though
that’s not the only factor. Large-format (750
milliliter) bottled beers can be marked up in a
fashion similar to wine, while craft beer kegs
can generate profits of more than three times
the cost of the keg. If rare or exciting beer
demands a price tag that might make customers balk, Gunnoe suggests serving it by the
12-ounce pour, not the pint, and selling it at a
lower price. Sometimes, you might be willing
to eat a bit of profit to show customers an especially memorable beer.
Match Your Menu: Gunnoe estimates 80 to
85 percent of his customers eat a meal when
they order beer, so making sure brews are
food-friendly is paramount. “We try to have a
couple wheat beers, which go well with food,”
he says. “With some of our heavier winter dishes, we can do Belgian, dubbels and quads or
even hoppy and sour beers to cut the richness.”
While IPAs and sour beers have traditionally
been seen as too aggressive to pair with food,
Mekong Restaurant in Richmond, Virginia,
proves they’re an ideal match for bold Vietnamese dishes like pho and banh mi. Owner An
Bui has a brewpub in the works, where the team
will produce barrel-aged beers and sours to
complement a menu of Vietnamese street food.
Get Educated: Except to the most seasoned
drinker, craft beers won’t sell themselves. Staff
education (see sidebar) and menu descriptions
are just as important as the suds. Always list
a beer’s alcohol content, style, full name and
brewery, along with a brief description, which

can come straight off the beer’s packaging.
Make sure your staff has tried your draft beers
and can transition new craft drinkers with “If
you like X, you might want to try Y” suggestions.
Know Your Audience: Above all, stay flexible
and responsive to your customers. What styles
are they liking? Is there a new brewery in town
diners are crazy for? “When we first opened
[three years ago], we saw a lot of specific craft
beer drinkers, but now people in general are
more educated in beer,” Williamson says. “It’s
opened our clientele a bit.” Keeping an eye on
trends—like the rising popularity of sour styles
and low-alcohol, sessionable beers—and an ear
to your patrons makes you more likely to strike
liquid gold. n
Kate Bernot is the nightlife editor at RedEye
Chicago and is always up for trying a new
craft brew.

Taste Your Brew
Servers should always be prepared to answer
as many questions about beer as they would
about a burger on the menu, says Ray Daniels,
founder of the Cicerone Certification Program,
a professional certification and education
program for beer servers and sellers. From
new beers to slower-moving labels, Daniels
suggests a “refresher course,” tasting one
standby beer each week. Let servers offer
sample pours to customers who are on the
fence about a new beer, and make sure they’re
able to compare it to more familiar ones. If the
staff seems enthusiastic but overwhelmed,
that’s the best indicator to downsize the list
and keep the tap count reasonable.
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BY THE NUMBERS

Mine the math for a lucrative season

Whether it’s roasted chicken,
slow-braised pork or enchiladas, no
dish is complete without a sauce. Get
properly sauced to tap into liquid gold:
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Number of menu items featuring salsa
at 6,700 restaurants
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Percentage increase of maple syrup as a
center-of-the-plate sauce
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Make your place the place to be. With Pace® Picante Sauce, it’s easy to create
countless crave-worthy dishes that keep patrons coming back – from a savory
breakfast skillet to a fresh twist on fish and chips. Find menu ideas and
inspiration at CampbellsFoodservice.com
PREPARE TO BE AMAZING™

